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Contact Information 

Email: todd@toddbrannon.com 

Website: https://toddbrannon.github.io/resume_site/ 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/toddbrannon/ 

 

Professional Summary 

Highly skilled Data Analyst and Business Intelligence Analyst with extensive experience in 

supply chain analytics, reporting automation, and data transformation. Proven track record 

of optimizing processes and enhancing data-driven decision-making. Strong programming 

skills in VBA and Python. 

Professional Experience 

Software Solutions Consultant | TruSponse Solutions, Keller, TX | 04/2020 – Present 

-Developed custom software and analytics solutions for clients in varied industries like 

Financial Services & Investment Advisory, Marketing Consulting, Commercial Leasing & 

Financing, and Manufacturing. 

-Provided fractional analyst services, enhancing client data analytics capabilities leveraging 

my robust experience with Microsoft Excel, Access, VBA, Power Query, SQL, and Python 

development. 

Business Analyst & Project Manager | Wieck Media, Plano, TX | 04/2022 – 01/2023 

-Led software development projects, focusing on client requirements and effective 

communication to ensure project alignment and satisfaction. 

-Conducted stakeholder interviews and developed comprehensive project documentation 

Technical Analyst (VBA Developer) | AutoNation, Irving, TX | 01/2020 – 04/2022 

-Developed custom applications and reports for accounting teams, enhancing data-driven 

decision-making and internal client support. 

-Developed custom desktop database application for the team that processes third party 

collections, allowing them to eliminate their spreadsheet based workflow 

-Performed and automated ETL operations using SQL and VBA knowledge to create and 

refresh data tables for use in custom desktop database applications, Power BI reports and 

dashboards, as well as automated Excel reports 

 



Data Analyst / BI Analyst | HCA Healthcare | Coppell, TX | 06/2015 - 08/2019 

- Managed analytics and reporting for the North Texas Supply Chain Office. 

- Developed VBA and Python scripts to automate monthly reporting, reducing errors and 

improving report refresh cycle time. 

- Contributed to contract pricing tier optimization through comprehensive supply chain 

analytics. 

- Acted as the technical liaison between the Supply Chain Division and Clinical Resource 

Managers across 12 healthcare facilities, providing support for spend analytics, savings 

tracking, and contract tier optimization. 

- Over 4 years of experience in managing monthly cost savings tracking reports, enhancing 

processes using VBA and Python to transform raw data into final report formats efficiently. 

Education 

Bachelor of Business Economics 

Ashford University, Clinton, IA 

Technical Skills 

- VBA 

- Python 

- SQL 

- Data Analytics 

- Business Intelligence 

- Supply Chain Analytics 

- Reporting Automation 

- HTML, CSS, JavaScript 

 

 

 


